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We’ve come to the end of another incredibly busy year in the Global Classroom 
and it’s time to reflect on our students’ considerable achievements. We would like 
to thank all the students and staff who have been involved in making the Global 
Classroom such a success and we look forward to an even more fantastic year of 
learning, creating and collaborating from September. 

We have some truly exceptional students in our family of schools, and we would like to recognise outstanding 
leading and learning on the Global Classroom with our Honours Awards. These students demonstrated core values 
and attitudes such as confidence, inquiry, creativity and critical thinking as well as leading the Global Classroom 
online and in their schools. Our winners are: 

PRIMARY
n  Lara Woo
  Year 6, The British International School Shanghai, Puxi
n  Natarsha Yan
   Year 6, The British International School Shanghai, Puxi

n  Yu Seung Kim
   Year 6, Regents International School Pattaya

SECONDARY
n  Alina Yang
   Year 7, The British International School Shanghai, Pudong
n  Arkadiy Osovtsov
  Year 12, The British International School Bratislava

CELEBRATING SUCCESS

We would like to recognise the fantastic effort and achievement 
of two schools. One has truly embedded the Global Classroom in 
their community, making it a part of teaching and learning. The 
other has achieved highly throughout the year, winning multiple 
competitions. They have both embraced our key principles and 

values of High Performance Learning to ensure that their 
students can achieve their best.

Global Classroom recognises the outstanding contributions of:

La Côte International School
The British International School Bratislava

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS



The Global Classroom is an innovative, contemporary and distinctive educational programme, unique 
to Nord Anglia Education. It develops our students’ confidence and ability as learners by enabling them 
to collaborate, inquire, create, innovate and lead. If you have any suggestions or queries for the Global 
Classroom then please email global.classroom@nordanglia.com 

It’s time to get snapping! To be in with a chance of getting your photograph into the Global Classroom 
2015 calendar, send in a picture on the theme ‘Adventure’. 

This year’s photography competition is open to students from Year 4 upwards and the competition 
closes on September 26th 2014. For more information and details on how to enter please go to Focus on 
Photography in the Global Classroom.  

The Global Classroom will be closed from Saturday 5th July (with the exception of the 
summer activity) and will launch for the new year on Monday 8th September.  

To keep up-to-date with the latest news from Global Classroom follow us on Twitter @NAEGC
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 THE YEAR IN REVIEW
Our Wonderful World

The Big Eat Recipe Book

GC Voice Student Leader 

The Portal on Air

Tanzania Expedition

Short story competition ‘Changes’

Entertainment on the Brain

‘ragtrade’

Debating Champions

The Water Challenge

Stunning photographs representing ‘Our 
Wonderful World’ are submitted to create 
the Global Classroom 2014 Calendar

Our first GC Voice student leader meeting of 
the year is held. Well done to all this year’s 

student leaders, they’ve done a fantastic job.  

Students share their passions and talent 
through the Portal on Air podcast and 

Open Mic music event.

Over 100 students make their way to 
Tanzania for a life-changing expedition, helping 

the local community build a better school. 

Our very first online course, Entertainment on 
the Brain, is created. 

Schools take part in ‘ragtrade’; creating their 
own fashion companies and designing clothes.

Bratislava win again!

Primary students share their favourite 
recipes to create The Big Eat Recipe book

Hundreds of students take part in The Water 
Challenge, designing and building their solutions 
to global water problems. The excellent entries 
were judged by experts, with Bratislava emerging 
as the overall winner. 

More than 1500 students from 24 schools enter 
our short story competition ‘Changes’. Overall 
winners are Hannah Yoon (Doha, Gharaffa) and 
Ben Brown (La Côte).

Bratislava and Pudong argue it out to become 
Global Classroom Debating Champions. 
Bratislava is victorious! 
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